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Summary

This paper presents results of research work on thermal conductivity of
paper honeycomb cores and ways of improving their insulation value. In
addition, there are data on sound absorption of sandwich panels having
solid and perforated facings.

The thermal insulation values of a honeycomb core depended on the type of
construction and its density. Filling the cells with foamed-in-place resin
or with fill materials resulted in some improvement in the thermal insula-
tion value. The lowest value obtained compared favorably with that of com-
mon mineral-wool products.

Sandwich panels faced with hard facings, such as hardboard, had relatively
no sound absorption properties. Incorporating artificial perforations in one
facing similar to those in ordinary acoustical tile, however, resulted in an
appreciable increase in the amount of sound the panel absorbed. Utilizing
the natural holes in white-pocket Douglas-fir veneer was also effective in
increasing the acoustical value of the panel. Although the sandwich panels

1Report originally dated September 1953.

—Maintained at Madison, Wis. , in cooperation with the University of
Wisconsin.
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with perforated facings absorbed an appreciable amount of sound, the aver-
age sound absorption coefficient was lower than the coefficient obtained on
some of the common acoustical materials.

Introduction

Paper honeycomb assemblies in one form or another are becoming more
and more important as core materials in sandwich-type building panels.
Light, strong, and stiff panels can be produced by bonding facings of ply-
wood, hardboard, aluminum, or other sheet material to such lightweight
core materials.

Research work on sandwich construction has been carried on at the Forest
Products Laboratory for over 20 years. The early work was devoted to the
development of high-strength, lightweight sandwich materials suitable for
aircraft application, and the determination of their engineering properties.
After World War II, because of the increasing demand for building materi-,
als, the principles learned in investigations of aircraft materials were
modified to produce panels suitable for building purposes. For such appli-
cations, thermal insulation and durability became more important and 	 -
strength requirements perhaps lessened. After considerable experimenta-
tion, a sandwich panel test unit was erected on the Laboratory premises as
a means of obtaining information on the performance of sandwich construc-
tions upon outdoor exposure (4). 3 Since its erection, additional information
has been obtained on the strength, bowing, durability, thermal insulation
value, and fire resistance of sandwich constructions (1 , 2).

It was apparent early in the work on paper honeycomb cores that, if they
were to be used in panels where any great degree of thermal insulation was
needed, it would be desirable to fill the cells of the honeycomb. In 1944,
a few exploratory attempts were made to fill the cells of the honeycomb, and
a phenolic resin was successfully foamed into the honeycomb structures.
Cores were forced into blocks of balsa wood with little difficulty. These few
experiments indicated the possibility of filling the air spaces of the honey-
comb structure when improved' insulation properties are needed.

To use sandwich construction in buildings erected in cold northern climates,
it appears to be necessary to fill the cells to obtain insulation properties
equivalent to those of conventional insulated construction. In some cases,
increasing the the thickness of the core material between the facings may be

LUnderlined numbers in parentheses refer to literature cited at end of report.
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the. most economical way of improving insulation properties; in other cases
it may not be practical.

When sandwich construction was first considered for building material in
partitions and doors, its ability to absorb or transmit sound was often
questioned. Most of these panels would have very little inherent sound-
absorbing properties because of the hard-surfaced facings and the low mass
of the panels. These properties might be improved, however, by means of
perforations in one of the exposed faces or by special core constructions.

This report summarizes investigations of (1) ways of improving the thermal
insulating properties of the cores by filling the openings with low-density
foam or fill materials and (2) sound absorption properties of sandwich con-
struction as affected by the core and the facings.

Materials

Honeycomb Core 

Paper can be converted to honeycomb core in a number of different ways,
The expanded type is made by interspacing sheets of treated paper with
parallel and uniformly spaced strips of adhesive and expanding the assembly,
after bonding, to form a core with hexagonal cell sections (fig. 1, top).
Another type is made by looping and bonding sheets of resin-treated paper
to form circular cells representing a "figure 8" in cross section (fig. 1,
bottom). From assemblies of sheets of corrugated paper, a number of
different core constructions are also possible, some easier than others to
fabricate. Eight of such constructions are shown in figure 2. Most of the
experiments reported herein were made with the corrugated core.

A kraft paper weighing 20, 30, or 50 pounds per 3,000 square feet was
treated with 15 percent of a water-soluble phenolic resin (based on the
total weight of resin and fiber). The paper was corrugated on A-flute
corrugating rolls (approximately three flutes per inch) and assembled into
blocks with a phenolic adhesive. In some cases, a flat sheet of treated
paper was inserted between the corrugated sheets.

Filling the Cells of the Honeycomb 

There are a number of different ways of filling the opening of the cells, in-
cluding foaming resin into the cells, filling cells with finely granulated
insulating material, or forcing the core into blocks of low-density material.
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In these experiments three phenolic foaming-type resins were tried, using
procedures recommended by the manufacturer except for slight modifica-
tions for producing the foamed-in-place resin. All three were liquid resins,
and with the addition of a catalyst, and in one case heat, they could be
foamed into the honeycomb cells.

Resin A required no heat to produce the foaming action. Aerating the liquid
resin with a high-speed mechanical stirrer for about 1 minute alone tended
to increase the volume by about 10 to 20 percent. About 5 percent of an
acid-catalyst solution based on the weight of liquid resin was added to the
resin and mixed thoroughly for a few seconds. The mixture was rapidly
poured into a shallow container, and the core was immediately placed in the
layer of resin and held there, with no external heat required, until the
foaming was completed. The foam was sufficiently set after a few minutes
to permit removal of the core from the form (fig. 3). Since a large amount
of heat was generated, it was necessary to allow for rapid removal of the
gas that evolved during the reaction. The foamed resin was spongelike in
structure and pink in color when produced, but it darkened slightly in time.

The walls of the honeycomb cells offered a resistance to the foaming action
of the resin. If the resin was foamed into a large bldck with no core to
obstruct the foaming action, a foam with a density of 0.3 pound per cubic
foot or less was obtained, but the lowest-density foam produced in a
corrugated-type honeycomb structure was about 1 pound per cubic foot. The
density of the foamed resin in a figure-8 type of core with loops about
1-1/4 inches in diameter was about one-third that in a corrugated honeycomb
structure with cells about 1/4 inch in diameter. Warming the honeycomb
core before foaming the resin into the cells facilitated the rate of the
reaction and resulted in lower-density foams.

The foaming procedure for the second phenolic resin, resin B, was about
the same as that for resin A, except that this resin required the addition of
two ingredients before the activator. When the activator was added, the
original brown resin color changed to green. This change was an indicator
of the approximate time in which the foaming action would occur.

The third foaming resin, resin C, required a temperature of 350° F. to
produce the foaming action. About 6 percent of a powdered catalyst was
mixed with the resin, the mixture was poured into a shallow container, and
the core was held firmly down on the resin. Both the container and the core
were placed in a circulating oven for 15 minutes, which was the approximate
time required to complete the reaction.

In the few preliminary experiments on the three resins, resin A produced
the lowest density foam for a given core construction. All three foams had
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low water absorption. In addition to improvement of thermal insulation, an
improvement in the fire resistance of the panel can be realized with foamed-
in-place resins. The combustibility of a panel should also be lessened.
Depending on the density of the foam, an improvement in compressive
strength of the core has also been obtained.

In large-scale production of resin-filled core it may be possible to spot
droplets of catalyzed resin on a rapidly moving corrugated web that it in
the process of being assembled into core, or to deposit droplets of catalyzed
resin into cells of the assembled core, so that with proper timing the foam
would fill the cells and provide the inherent benefits.

Three commercial, relatively low-density, granulated fill materials were
investigated to determine their effect on improving the insulating value of
honeycomb core. The following were tried: (a) Silica aerogel fill insula-
tion, (b) shredded urea formaldehyde foam, and (c) siliceous volcanic rock
material heated to make it expand to a light and fluffy mass. Test panels
of honeycomb core, 14 by 14 inches in area and 1 inch thick, were prepared.
A thin kraft paper was bonded to one surface of the panel to hold the fill
material in the cells. The various fill materials were then sifted into the
openings from the other surface. The cores were vibrated slightly to
facilitate filling the cells. The puffed siliceous material was more
granular than the other two fill materials and seemed to fill the cells with
the least vibrating. After the cells were filled, a similar kraft paper was
bonded to the other surface.

A few Laboratory attempts to fill 8-foot-long sections of complete sandwich
panels having a certain type of corrugated core demonstrated that it would
be feasible to fill commerical-size panels after the facings have been bond-
ed to the core. A panel with the core having one-half of the flutes parallel
to the 8-foot length and the remaining flutes perpendicular to the facings was
used for these trials. With the higher density granular materials, no partic-
ular difficulty was experienced in filling the panel by permitting the granules
to sift down the 8 feet of open path. With the lower density material (pulver-
ized urea foam), the first attempts were unsuccessful, but the panel was
finally filled by placing it against a vibrator as the fill material was added.

Since lower density foams could be obtained by foaming resin into large
blocks (without the core) than by foaming in place in a honeycomb structure,
attempts were made to force the core into preformed blocks of the low-
density phenolic foam. This practice was unsuccessful with these three
phenolic foams because of their spongy nature. A foamed polystyrene, balsa
wood, and foamed rubber materials, however, were successfully forced in-
to small samples of core.
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Panels for Sound Absorption Tests

Eight sandwich panels, with various arrangements of the corrugated type of
core, were prepared for sound absorption tests. Details as to type of core
arrangement and facings for the different test panels are given in table 3.
The core in all panels was made from 50-pound paper with 15 percent of
resin. Since perforated surfaces are known to favor sound absorption,
panels with hardboard facings were tested with and without perforations.
The perforations were made by drilling 3/16-inch-diameter holes about 5/16
inch apart in one of the facings; no holes were drilled in the other facing.
The perforated facing contained approximately 510 holes per square foot. An
aluminum-faced panel with one facing perforated in the same manner was
also tested. The natural holes in white-pocket Douglas-fir veneer were also
utilized in two test panels. Veneer 1/16 inch thick that was cut from heavy-
white-pocket wood had numerous holes and pockets. This veneer was bonded
to one side of a panel, and the other facing was made from light-white-
pocket Douglas-fir veneer with practically no holes.

In sandwich panels for structural application, the core is usually placed in
the panel with part or all of the flutes of the corrugated sheet perpendicular
to the facing, leaving direct channels from one facing to the other. It was
thought that if such cores were placed with flutes on a diagonal to the facings,
the sound waves entering the panel would be deflected by the walls of cells,
and the sound-absorbing properties of ithe panel would be improved. Three
panels were thus prepared for test in which the core was placed with flutes
running at a 45° angle instead of 90° to the facing.

The cores were bonded to the hardboard and veneer facings with an acid-
catalyzed, high-temperature-setting, phenolic resin adhesive. The resin
was applied to both the facings and the core, and the panel pressed in a hot
press using low pressure. In gluing the core to the aluminum facings, a
high-temperature-setting vinyl-phenolic glue formulation was used. The
temperature of the press was about 300° F. , but the panel was cooled under
pressure before it was removed from the press.

Method of Test

Thermal Insulation

Thermal insulation tests of sandwich panels were conducted in the Forest
Products Laboratory thermal conductivity apparatus, which consists of a
heated central plate, 13-1/2 by 13-1/2 inches, having two separate heat
sources, one serving the center section, or test area (8 by 8 inches), and
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the other the border, or frame, which serves as a guard ring (fig. 4). Two
samples were tested at a time and were placed on opposite sides of the
heated plate. Movable water-cooled plates were placed in contact with the
samples. The heat flow with this arrangement was established from the
heated center plate to the cooled outside plates. The amount of electrical
energy supplied to the test area and guard ring was adjusted by potentio-
meters, so that the surface temperatures of the test area and guard ring
were practically the same. When this adjustment was reached, the heat
flow across the test sample was assumed to be uninfluenced by the area of
the sample opposite the guard ring. In other words, the flow of heat was
uniform over the test area and there was no loss of heat from the test area
to the guard-ring zone. The auxiliary apparatus is shown in figure 5.

Samples approximately 1 inch thick were tested between a hot-plate tempera-
ture of 102° F. and a cold-plate temperature of 55° F. The mean tempera-
ture was about 78° F.

Sound Absorption Tests

Sound absorption tests reported herein were made by the National Bureau of
Standards. The so-called "box test" was employed. It is used in experi-
mental and developmental work to indicate whether or not a material has
promising sound-absorbing properties. A more elaborate test, known as
the reverberation changer test, is used to determine accurate sound absorp-
tion coefficients for use in design data.

The box test as described by the National Bureau of Standards is made , on a
sample of material 12 by 36 inches in size at a single frequency of 500 cycles
per second. This test can be made only with the material applied to a rigid
backing. In the case of acoustical tiles, the rigid backing consists of a
brass plate, which is placed behind the tiles in the box. The absorption of
the test material is compared with the absorption of samples whose absorp-
tion coefficients had been determined previously in. the reverberation cham-
ber. The probable error of this type of test is estimated to be ±, 0. 05 in the
second absorption coefficient.

Results and Discussion

Thermal Insulation

Thermal conductivity values were determined on several different arrange-
ments of corrugated paper core to compare their insulating characteristics(3)
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cores in which the corrugated sheets were laid parallel to the faces
had much better thermal insulating properties than those with the flutes
perpendicular to the surfaces. Of the so-called flatwise cores, the best
results were obtained with cores in which the flutes of adjacent corrugated
sheets were at right angles and flats sheets were laid between the corrugat-
ed sheets (fig. 2, XNL-flatwise). The k value of 0.29 obtained with this con-
struction approaches the value obtained withsome of the common insulating
materials used today. Slightly less effective was the core in which the
corrugations were all parallel and flat sheets were laid between the corru-
gated sheets (fig. 2, PNL-flatwise). Structures of this type, however, do
not have so good mechanical properties as those with vertical cells.

All of the cores having flutes perpendicular to the surface had relatively high
conductivity values. A slightly lower conductivity was found in the core
having one-half of the corrugations running parallel to the surfaces (fig. 2,
XN). It was assumed that if the XN core were cut on a diagonal with the
flutes the thermal conductivity might be improved, since the open path
between one surface and the other would be lengthened. A core was tested
with the flutes at a 45° angle with the surfaces. Surprisingly, this core had
a slightly higher k value than the core with one-half the flutes perpendicular
to the facings. The PN core, which is similar in structure to the expanded
or figure-8 cores, but has smaller cells, had a slightly higher k value than
the XN core.

In the structures involving the uncorrugated flat sheet, the density of the
core was increased by the use of the flat sheet and the thermal insulation
value reduced. All of these cores were made using the same weight of
paper, and, therefore, the effect of core construction was not determined
on a fixed-density basis.

For any given core construction, the density of the structure affects the
insulation value. The corrugated PNL core was fabricated from both a 50-
pound (pounds per 3,000 square feet) and a 30-pound kraft paper. The
heavier-weight paper resulted in a core having a density of 5.5 pounds per
cubic foot and a k value of 0.59 as compared to a k value of 0.47 and a den-
sity of 3.35 pounds per cubic foot for the core made from the 30-pound paper
(table 1). The reduction in weight of paper resulted in an appreciable reduc-
tion in the amount of cell wall material between the two surfaces.

One of the principal losses of heat through honeycomb core occurs by conduc-
tion through the paper itself. Some heat is also lost by convection in the
air cells and some by radiation. In one instance, the contact area of both
surfaces of the core was reduced by about 40 percent to minimize the area
available for conduction. This was done by crushing circular areas in the
surfaces of the core, leaving only sufficient contact area to produce a
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satisfactory bond strength between facings and core. This procedure re-
duced the conductivity from 0. 59 to 0. 52 British thermal units per square
foot per hour per inch per °F. This reduction was not enough to warrant,
further work.

Results of attempts to improve the thermal-insulating qualities of honeycomb
core materials by foaming resins into the cells or by filling the cells with
low-density fill materials were promising (table 2). The k value of a given
core construction was reduced from 0. 58 for the unfilled core to 0.40 for
the lowest density, foamed-in-place resin (resin A). This reduction in k
value occurred in spite of the fact that the density of the core was increased
about 50 percent. The other two foamed-in-place resins produced higher-
density cores and were not so effective in reducing the thermal conductivity
value of the core. As stated earlier, the walls of the cells offered resist-
ance to the foaming action, resulting in higher density than desirable.

It would seem possible to obtain still better thermal insulation properties
with a core containing foam but lower in total density. With a core having
relatively larger cell openings (1-1/4-inch diameter), a lower density foam
was obtained that resulted in a core structure having a density of 1. 9 and a
k value of 0. 31. This value approached that obtained when the resin was
foamed in block form without a web or core to obstruct the foaming action.

Slightly lower k values were obtained with the fill insulation than with the
foamed-in-place resin. The silica aerogel fill material yielded a core with
a k value of 0. 35 as compared with 0.40 for a similar core with foamed -res
resin and 0. 58 for the unfilled core.

In another corrugated-core arrangement all of the flutes were parallel to
the surface, with the corrugated sheets separated by flat sheets (fig. 2,
PNL-flatwise), and the openings were filled with the silica aerogel fill
insulation. The fill was responsible for a reduction in thermal conductivity
from 0.31 to 0. 27 British thermal units per square foot per hour per inch
per °F. This latter value is about equal to that commonly used for mineral-
wool products. This particular core construction has disadvantages, which
were mentioned earlier in the report.

Sound Absorption 

Sound absorption coefficients for sandwich panels as determined by the
National Bureau of Standards are given in table 3. Preliminary tests were
first made on three sandwich panels, two with solid hardboard facings vary-
ing only in type of core construction and one faced with white-pocket Douglas-
fir veneer. The results showed that neither of the two panels having solid
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hardboard facings had promising sound-absorbing properties; thus it was not
possible to explore the effect of core construction in this preliminary series.
The panel faced with white-pocket Douglas-fir veneer, however, had prom-
ising absorbing properties. A sound absorption coefficient of 0.62 was
determined for it, indicating possibilities of good sound-absorbing properties
for sandwich construction.

In the second series panels with perforations in one facing were used.
Facings were of hardboard, aluminum, or white-pocket Douglas-fir veneer
(natural holes). Core was placed in three of the panels with the flutes at a
diagonal instead of perpendicular to the surface in attempt to deflect the
sound entering the panel. When the diagonal-flute core was not used, per-
forations in one of the hardboard facings raised the sound absorption coeffi-
cient value from 0.04 to 0.56. A still higher coefficient, 0.71, was obtained
when the flutes in the panel were at a diagonal, indicating some deflection of
sound due to the walls of the cells. Utilizing the natural holes in white-
pocket Douglas-fir veneer resulted in a panel having a sound absorption
value of 0.60. Many of the common acoustical materials have sound absorp-
tion coefficients greater than 0.60 (5) which was about the average obtained
on the sandwich panels with a perforated facing. An appreciable amount of
sound is absorbed in these panels, and for many applications they would no
doubt be acceptable. It may be possible to obtain higher coefficient values
in this type of material by partially filling the cells of the core or by
"roughing" the walls of the cells to increase the deflection of sound from the
walls.
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Table 1.--Thermal conductivity of honeycomb cores
with no fill insulation

1 .	
! Type of honeycomb core-4-- : Weight : Weight 	 Mean	 : Conductivity

:	 of	 :	 of	 : temperature :	 value k
: paper : core

:
:
:

122psi
3.000

:
:
:

Lb. per :
:

°F. :B.t.u. per sq.
cu. ft. :

:per
ft. per hr.

sq. ft. in._ per °F.

Corrugated-PN	 : 50 : 2.94 75.1 0.47

Corrugated-PNL 50 : 5.49 : 77.2 : .59

Corrugated-XN 50 : 2.75 : 78.6 : .45

Corrugated-XNL 50 : 5.30 : 76.4 : .51

Corrugated-XN-flatwise 50 : 2.75 : 74.9 : .36

Corrugated-XNL-flatwise : 50 : 4.68 : 75.5 : .29

Corrugated-PNL-flatvise : 50 : 4.25 : 75.5 : .31

Corrugated-XN-diagonal	 : 50 •. 2.69 : 76.9 : .48

Corrugated-PNL	 : 30 : 3.35 : 76.8 : .47

Figure 8	 . • 2.89 76.0 : .53

1For the corrugated core arrangements See figure 2.
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°F.	 :B.t.u. per sq. 
: ft. per hr. 
:per in. per °F. 

Lb.

• •

Table 2.--Effect of foamed resin and fill insulation
on thermal properties of honeycomb cores

Type of
honeycomb core :

Added insulation : Weight : Mean : Conductivity
:per cubic: tenpera-:	 value k
: foot	 : ture :   

FOAMED-IN-PLACE RESIN

Corrugated-PN	 : None : 3.48 : 77.9 : 0.58
Do	 • Foamed resin A 5.33 : 77.0 : .4o
Do 	  Foamed resin B 8.70 : 78.3 : .41
Do 	 : Foamed resin C : 10.52 : 78.1 .51

Figure 8	 : None : 2.89 : 76.0 : .53
Do., 	 : Foamed resin A : 5.50 : 77.6 ; .38
Do,1 	 do 	 : 1.88 : 77.7 : .31

FILL INSULATION

Corrugated-PN	 : None : 3.48 : 77.9 : .58
Do 	 	 Shredded urea foam : 4.72 : 77.3 : .37
Do 	 	 Silica aerogel : 6.44 : 77.5 : .35
Do	 • Puffed siliceous rock 1o.68 : 78.1 : .45

Corrugated-XN	 : None : 2.75 : 78.6 : .45
Do 	 	 Shredded urea foam . 4.o8 : 76.3 : .35

Corrugated-PNL-:
flatwise	 : None : 4.68 : 74.9 : .31

Do 	 t Silica aerogel : 8.47 : 77.5 : .27

merge loops 1-1/4 inches in diameter made with 20-pound kraft paper.
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Table 3.--Sound absorption coefficients, of panels having various facings
and corrugated core arrangement

•
Description of --

Core	 Facings

•

1 :All flutes parallel to : 1/8-inch 	 : 1-1/4 : 2.0
: each other; corrugated: hardboard :
: sheets separated by a :
: flat sheet. Core
: placed in panel with :
: flutes perpendicular :
: to facings (PNL)

2 :Flutes of adjacent 	 : 1/8-inch ' : 1-1/4 : 1.9 :
: corrugated sheets at : hardboard :
: right angles. Core :	 •

Panel :
No.

•

: Total : Panel :Sound absorption
: panel : weight: coefficient at

	

: thick-:	 : 500 cycles per

	

Hess :	 •• second

: In. :Lb. per:
:s1. ft.:

(Lott

.04
•••

9 :All flutes parallel to :
: each other; corrugated:
: sheets separated by a :
: flat sheet. Core
: placed in panel with :
: flutes at a 45° angle :

to the facings (PNL- :
: diagonal)

•
•

1/8-inch	 : 1-1/4 2.0 : .56
hardboard	 :
with one	 :
facing
perforated :

1/8-inch	 : 1-1/4 2.0 : .71
hardboard
with one	 :
facing
perforated :

•
•
•
•

: placed in. panel with :
: one-half of the flutes:
: perpendicular and one-:
: half parallel to
: facings (XN)

8 :Same as panel No. 1
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	: 	:
. In. :Lb. Per:
:	 :fagaf-t: 

1 8- inch
rdboard

with one
facing
perforated

: 1/16-inch : 1-1/4 : 1.1
: white-	 .	 .
: pocket	 •.
• Douglas-fir:

Table 3.--Sound absorption coefficients of panels having various facings 
and corrugated core arrangement--Continued

Total : Panel :Sound absorption
panel : weight: coefficient at
thick-:	 : 5001 cycles per

ness :	 second

	

Panel :
	 Description of--

No. :

	

•
	

Core
	 Facings :

0.6110 :Flutes of adjacent
: corrugated sheets at
: right angles. Core
: placed in panel with
: flutes at a 45° angle
: to the facings (XN-
: diagonal)

3 :Same as panel No. 1 .62

veneer

12 :Same as panel No. 9	 : 1/16-inch
: white-

; 	 pocket
: Douglas-fir:•

veneer

11 :Same as panel No. 1	 : 0.020-inch :
:	 : aluminum :
•.	 : with one	 :
• •:	 : facing	 .
•.	 : perforated :

.8 :

1.0 :

.60

.51
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Figure 1. --Top, expanded type of paper honeycomb core; bottom,
figure-8 type of paper honeycomb core.
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Figur e 4. --Apparatus for determining thermal conductivity: c, plates
cooled by running water; E, guarded hot plate; i, test samples. The
front of the enclosure is removed.
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